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Abstract 

The spin composition of Al?, AA and I%& pairs at low invariant mass values has been measured for the first time in 
mnltihadronic Z” &cays with the OPAL detector at LEP. No single spin state has been observed in the A& sample, verifying 
that the low mass enhancement in this sample, attributed to local baryon number compensation, is not a resonance state. 
The fraction of the spin 1 contribution to the Al? pairs was found to be consistent with the value 0.75, as expected from 
a statistical spin mixture. This may be the net effect of many different QCD processes which contribute to the hyperon 
anti-hyperon pair production. The spin composition of the identical AA and &A pairs, well above threshold, is found to 
be similar to that of the Ai sample. A AA emitter dimension is estimated from the data assuming the onset of the Pauli 
exclusion principle near threshold. 

1. Introduction 

The fragmentation and hadronisation processes in 

high energy particle interactions have been the subject 

of many QCD-based theoretical investigations [ 11. 
These theoretical models predict general features of 

multihadron states, such as the jet structure and the 
inclusive particle momentum spectrum, which have 
been confronted with the experimental findings. Addi- 
tional information concerning the hadronisation pro- 
cesses comes from correlation studies of pairs of par- 

1 And at TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada V6T 2A3 
2 And Royal Society University Research Fellow 

3 And Institute of Nuclear Research, Debrecen, Hungary 
4 And Department of Experimental Physics, Lajos Kossuth Uni- 

versity, Debrecen, Hungary 
5 And Ludwig-Maximilians-UniversiW, Miinchen, Germany 

titles. Among these are the study of the Bose-Einstein 
Correlations (BEC) of identical bosons, mainly iden- 
tical pions. From these studies one is able to extract 
the dimension of the particle emitter. Recently a new 

approach to the description of the parton to hadron 
conversion has been proposed [ 21, which is applied to 

final state bosons. In this approach the BEC of identi- 
cal pions form an integral part of the model so that the 
BEC experimental measurements can serve to extract 
the basic model parameters. The BEC have also been 
investigated in the framework of the Lund fragmenta- 
tion model [ 31 and compared to experimental data. 

When extending such models to include baryons in 
the final state, the BEC obviously are no longer appli- 
cable and other correlations should be considered in 
order to investigate the underlying baryon production 
processes. Among those of interest is the spin com- 
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position of the baryon anti-baryon (BB) final states 
produced in the hadronisation process. For two spin 

l/2 baryons the total spin, S = Sg + Sg, may be 0 or 1. 
Baryon anti-baryon pairs can be produced by several 
QCD processes in high energy reactions. If the BB pair 

production is for example dominated by a single gluon 
emission, in analogy to the ‘colour octet’ mechanism 

[4] which is applied to J/(cl and Y production, then 
the S = 1 state may dominate over the S = 0 state due 

to the vector (J ’ = l-) nature of the gluon. This will 

be the case only as long as the soft gluons, which are 
needed to balance the colour, do not disturb too much 
the quantum state of the di-baryon system. If however 

many other diagrams, like those involving several glu- 
ons or the so called ‘popcorn’ IS] mechanism, also 
contribute to BB pair production, then one may have 

a statistical-like spin composition where, due to the 
2S+l factor, the S = 1 fraction is three times larger 
than that of the S = 0. 

The main interest in studying the spin composition 
of identical baryons as a function of their invariant 

mass stem from the possibility to observe the decrease 
of the S = 1 state contribution, due to the Pauli ex- 
clusion principle, as the di-baryon energy approaches 

threshold. This then can serve as a measure of the 
baryon emitter dimension [6] in analogy to that 

obtained from the BEC measurements of identical 
bosons. 

Here we describe a spin correlation analysis of in- 
clusive A& Ah and AA pairs which is only depen- 
dent on the relative polarisation of the two hyperons. 
The analysis is based on multihadronic 2’ decay data 
recorded by the OPAL detector during the years 1990 
to 1994 corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 
137 pb-’ . We estimate that in our event sample about 
20% of the h’s originate from weak decays of baryons, 
mainly B hyperons [ 71, and the rest stems from strong 
interactions. In addition we have used in the analysis 
7.1 x lo6 JETSET7.3 and JETSET7.4 Monte Carlo 
[ 81 events with a full detector simulation [9]. The 
JETSET parameters were adapted to OPAL data [ lo]. 
These Monte Carlo samples do not include any spin ef- 
fects in the A production and decay. The data are stud- 
ied as a function of the variable Q, frequently used in 
the BEC studies of identical bosons, which is related to 
the di-A invariant mass, MAA, through the expression 

Q = dq and is equal to zero at threshold. 

In Section 2 we outline the method used for the 
spin composition measurement and in Section 3 we 

describe the procedure adopted to obtain the experi- 

mental data samples and evaluate their backgrounds. 
In Section 4 our results for the spin compositions are 

described, and finally in Section 5 a summary and con- 
clusions are given. 

2. The method 

In general it is very difficult to measure in high en- 
ergy reactions the relative contributions of the S = 0 
and the S = 1 states to a di-baryon (BiB2 or Bi&) 
system such as a pp pair. However, a relatively simple 

experimental method has recently been proposed [ 61 
for the measurement of the S = 0 and S = 1 contribu- 

tions to a given system of two spin 1 I2 weakly decay- 

ing hyperons, like AA and AA pairs, which is inde- 
pendent of their relative angular momentum e. A com- 
prehensive description of this method can be found in 
Ref. [ 61, so here we will only outline in brief some 

of the aspects which are relevant to our analysis. 
The spin composition measurement is based on the 

distribution dN/dy*, in the di-hyperon cents-e of mass 

(CM) system, where y* is the cosine of the angle 
between the two hyperons’ decay protons, each mea- 
sured in its parent hyperon rest frame (see Section 4 
for further details). If LzB is the hyperon decay pa- 
rameter arising from parity violation, then the decay 
angular distribution of each hyperon in its rest frame 
isoftheform [ll] 

dA’,‘d cos 6, = 1 - CY~ - cos 6, 

where f3, is the angle of the proton direction relative 
to the polarisation axis of the hyperon. The Wigner- 
Eckart theorem [ 121 then gives a relation between the 
average value of y* and the average cos 0, values: 

(Y”) 
{ 

-3 for S = 0 

(cos~pl)(cos~pz) = -l-l forS = 1 

where S is the spin state of the di-baryon system. For 
the case of interest here, (y*) can be calculated at the 
AA threshold by using the well measured czA value 
[ 131 of 0.642 f 0.013. Due to the fact that the A is a 
spin l/2 particle, the dN/dy* distribution cannot have 
a y* dependence higher than its first power, so that the 
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average value (y*) uniquely determines the angular 
distribution. Using a;\ and the fact that CX~ = -an, 
one is then able to derive the y* angular distributions 

at the di-hyperon threshold energy 6 . Thus for the S = 
0 and S = 1 A& states one gets 

dN/dy*Js=o = 1+ a$ * y*, 

dN/dy*ls,t = 1 - +a; . y* (1) 

whereas for the S = 0 and S = 1 AA and I?n identical 
hyperon states one obtains 

dN,‘dy* Isa = 1 - CY; . y*, 

dN/dy*Is=, = 1 + $a; . y* (2) 

It should be noted that for e = 0, the S = 1 state of 

two identical spin l/2 particles is forbidden by the 

Pauli exclusion principle. Even though these dN/dy* 

distributions are derived for a di-hyperon system at 
threshold, they can still be used at higher, but not 

relativistic, di-hyperon CM energies provided that the 

nucleon decay products are transformed to their parent 
hyperon rest frame (see Ref. [ 61) . Therefore we have 
limited our analysis to Q values less than 2.5 GeV. 

Using the above equations one can evaluate, for a 
given di-A data sample, the relative contributions of 
the S = 0 and S = 1 states by fitting the expression: 

dN/dy* = (1 -E) .dN/dy*Is=o+E.dN/dy*Is=1 (3) 

to the measured dN/dy* distribution. The parameter 
E is the fraction of the S = 1 state contribution to the 
di-hyperon system. For a statistical spin mixture en- 
semble, where each spin state probability is weighted 
by the factor 2S+l, E is equal to 0.75 which corre- 

sponds to a constant dN/dy* distribution. 

3. Experimental setup and data selection 

3.1. The OPAL detector 

Details of the OPAL detector and its performance 
at the LEP e+e- collider are given elsewhere [ 141. 
Here we will describe briefly only those detector com- 
ponents pertinent to the present analysis, namely the 
central tracking chambers. 

6 Note that at threshold the single hyperon CM system, where 

(cos S,) is evaluated, is the same as that of the di-hyperon system. 

The central tracking chambers consist of a preci- 
sion vertex detector, a large jet chamber, and addi- 

tional z-chambers surrounding the jet chamber. The 
vertex detector is a 1 m long, two-layer cylindrical 
drift chamber which surrounds the beam pipe7 . The 
jet chamber has a length of 4 m and a diameter of 3.7 
m. It is divided into 24 sectors in 4, each equipped 

with 159 sense wires parallel to the beam ensuring 

a large number of measured points even for particles 
emerging from a secondary vertex. The jet chamber 
also provides a measurement of the specific energy 

loss, dE/dx, of charged particles [ 151. A resolution 
of 34% on dE/dx has been obtained, allowing parti- 
cle identification over a large momentum range. The 

z-chambers, 4 m long, 50 cm wide and 59 mm thick, 
allow a precise measurement of the z-coordinate of the 
charged tracks. They cover polar angles from 44” to 
136” and 94% of the azimuthal angular range. All the 

chambers are contained in a solenoid providing an ax- 
ial magnetic field of 0.435 T. The combination of these 
chambers leads to a momentum resolution of ap,lpr 

M J(0.02)2 -t (0.0015 a~[)~, where pr in GeV/c is 
the transverse momentum with respect to the beam di- 
rection. The first term under the square root sign rep- 
resents the contribution from multiple scattering [ 161. 

3.2. Data selection 

Hadronic Z” decays were selected according to the 

number of charged tracks and the visible energy of 
the event, using the criteria described in Ref. [ 171. In 
addition, events where the thrust axis lay close to the 

beam axis were rejected by requiring 1 cos i?hrust( < 
0.9, where 8arust is the polar angle of the thrust vector 
determined from charged tracks. The analysis was per- 

formed on data collected on and around the Z” peak. 
with the requirement that the jet and z-chambers were 
fully operational, a total of 3.3 x lo6 Z” hadronic decay 
events satisfied these selection criteria. The A baryons 
were selected by reconstructing the decay A --+ prr, 
applying an improved version of the selection de- 
scribed as method 1 in Ref. [ 71. All pairs of tracks 
with opposite charge were examined and the higher 

7 A right-handed coordinate system is adopted by OPAL, where 

the n-axis points to the centre of the LEP ring, and positive z is 
along the electron beam direction. The angles 0 and 4 are the 

bolar and azimuthal angles, respectively. 
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momentum track was assigned to be the proton track. 
In addition, the measurement of dE/dx were required 
to be consistent with the p and n- hypotheses. Inter- 

section points of track pairs in the plane perpendicu- 

lar to the beam axis were considered to be secondary 
vertex candidates if the following requirements were 

satisfied: 
the radial distance from the intersection point to 
the primary vertex had to be larger than 1 cm and 
smaller than 150 cm; 
the reconstructed momentum vector of the A can- 
didate in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis 
had to point within 2” to the primary vertex; 
if the secondary vertex was reconstructed inside the 

jet chamber volume, the radius of the first jet cham- 
ber hit of each of the two tracks had to be less than 

3 cm from the secondary vertex; 
if the secondary vertex was not reconstructed inside 
the jet chamber, the impact parameter transverse to 
the beam direction (do) of the pion with respect to 

the main vertex had to be larger than 3 mm and the 
do of the proton track had to exceed 1 mm; 
photon conversions were rejected if the invariant 
mass of the track pair, assumed to be an efe- pair, 
was smaller than 40 MeV, 

a mass window cut of & 6 MeV, around our mean 
fitted A mass value of 1115.7 MeV, was applied. 

This corresponds to & 2.5 times our A mass reso- 
lution. 

In this way a total of 7336 A pairs were selected 
after verifying that they do not have a track in com- 
mon. These were grouped into the three di-hyperon 
samples given in Table 1. The corresponding numbers 
of Monte Carlo A pairs that passed our selection cri- 
teria are also shown. Good agreement is seen between 
the composition of the Monte Carlo generated sample 
and the data. 

Due to the fact that the initial e’e- system is an 
eigenstate of the charge conjugation operator, the in- 
clusive properties of the Ah and the &A samples 
should be identical. Experimentally this is not exactly 
the case since the A and ;i and their decay products 
have different reaction cross sections with the LEP 
beam pipe and the OPAL detector materials. In fact, 
the number of selected AA pairs is smaller by about 
11% than that of the AA pairs. In every step of the 
analysis, where for physics reasons we added these 
two samples together, we first ascertained that apart 

Table 1 
The total number of data and Monte Carlo selected A pairs. 

Data Monte Carlo 

Sample No. of pairs Fraction No. of pairs Fraction 

AK 5255 71.6% 9628 71.9% 
Ah 1095 15.0% 2037 15.2% 
iiii 986 13.4% 1735 12.9% 
(Ah + Kli) (2081) (28.4%) (3771) (28.1%) 

Total 7336 100% 13399 100% 

Fig. 1. The invariant mass and Q distributions of the Ai and the 
combined AA + ilil data samples. 

from the obvious reduction in the number of ii pairs, 
the two samples behaved similarly. 

In Fig. la the measured invariant mass distributions 
of the A& and the combined AA and xl? sample are 
shown. In the AA distribution a broad low mass en- 

hancement is seen, which in various fragmentation 
models is associated with local baryon number con- 
servation [ 1,8] . No other significant resonance signal 
is seen * in the mass range from 4 to 12 GeV. 

The distributions of the Ai and the combined AA 
and hi samples are shown in Fig. lb as a function of 
the Q variable used in our analysis. As can be seen, 
above Q = 4 GeV the two distributions essentially co- 
incide, whereas below 4 GeV the AA distribution rises 
due to the correlated production in the hadronisation 
process. 

To exclude from the analysis A’s that contain a pri- 
mary s-quark from Z” --f sS decays, we required that 
the relative energy XE s En/Ebea,,, was less than 0.3 
following Ref. [ 181. This amounted to about 2% of 
our data, too small for a meaningful spin correlation 

* We estimate that from the decay chain Zo -+ J/fix; J/lc, + AA 
at most five events should contribute to our Al? sample. 
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0.8 

0.6 

Fig. 2. The background fraction, fan, plotted as a function of 
Q for the di-A samples as obtained from the OPAL. measured 
data (points with error bars) and from the Monte Carlo studies 
(lined histograms). The AA (id) data below Q = 0.5 GeV is 
not used in the analysis. The error bars represent the statistical 
and systematic errors added in quadrature. 

analysis. 

3.3. Background 

The fraction of background (fno) in our sam- 
ples was estimated from the data. We considered the 
two-dimensional data invariant mass distribution of 
M(ptni) versus M(pz?rz). Combinations in which 
both M(pt~t ) and M(p2~2) fell inside the f 6 MeV 
A signal region were the pairs used in our spin compo- 

sition analysis. The background was then determined 
by the pairs which fell outside the signal region, as 
described in Ref. [7]. As a check the background 
was also investigated with the JETSET Monte Carlo 

generated sample. 
The fraction fno and its dependence on Q, as ob- 

tained from the data and the Monte Carlo, are shown 
in Fig. 2 for the Ai and for the combined AA and &i 
samples. The purity of the A& sample below Q = 2.5 
GeV is constant within errors, having a value of about 
90%. This is not the case for the identical hyperon pair 
samples, where the purity decreases as Q decreases, 
reaching a level of only about 35% at low Q values. 
The low statistics at Q < 0.5 GeV, together with the 
low purity of the sample, do not allow a significant 
measurement of the spin composition of the identical 
hyperons at this low Q region. 

4. Spin composition measurements 

To measure the spin composition according to the 
method outlined in Section 2, we performed two 
Lorentz transformations on each hyperon pair and its 

decay protons: 
(i) a transformation from the laboratory system to 

the di-hyperon CM system, followed by 

(ii) a transformation of each proton momentum to 
its parent hyperon rest frame. 

After these transformations, y*, the cosine of the angle 

between the momentum vectors of the decay protons, 
was calculated. The resolution of y* is about 0.05, as 

determined from Monte Carlo studies. In order to ac- 

count for background effects in our spin composition 

measurements, we initially modified Eq. (3) to read 

dN/dy* = ( 1 - fBG) . { (1 - E) . dN/dy* Isa 

+E.dN/dy*ls=1}+fsc.(l+S.y*> (4) 

where the background fraction fao is allowed to have 
a linear y* dependence with a slope 8. In a systematic 
study of the background derived from the OPAL data 
and the Monte Carlo samples, no deviations from a 
constant y* behaviour were found over the whole an- 

gular range so that the slope parameter S could be set 
to zero, Thus Eq. (4) was simplified to: 

dN/dy* = ( 1 - fno) . { ( 1 - E) . dN/dy* Is* 

+E -dN/dy*Is=~} + ~BG (5) 

For the spin analysis we have divided the data into 
five Q regions within the range of 0.2 to 2.5 GeV as 
specified in Table 2. 

To obtain the value of E we have fitted Eq. (5), 
in each Q range, event by event using the maximum 
likelihood method. The experimental dN/dy* distri- 

butions are shown in Fig. 3 together with the fitted 
angular distributions. The E values obtained from the 
fits and their errors, together with the number of data 
pairs and their background fractions, are presented in 
Table 2 for the five chosen Q intervals. The dominant 
sources of systematic errors are the uncertainties of 
the background levels and the slope of their y* distri- 
butions. To evaluate these we have repeated the pro- 
cedure described in Section 3.3 varying the position 
of the areas outside the di-A signal region which were 
used to estimate fBG. The systematic error due to the 
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Table 2 
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Final results for the fraction of the S = 1 contribution to the Ai pairs sample and to the combined Ah and I%A sample in five Q regions 
as obtained from the maximum likelihood fits of the parameter E. Fit results are also shown for the entire Q range. The statistical errors 
are those given by the fits. 

Q range (GeV) 

0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 0.2-2.5 
(Q) (Gev) 0.39 0.76 1.24 1.73 2.23 1.29 

Ax data sample No. of pairs 223 894 928 591 452 3088 
~BG (%I 9.1 11.1 9.8 10.7 10.7 10.4 

E 0.81 0.69 0.77 0.63 0.67 0.71 
he (stat) 0.21 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.06 
be (syst) 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 

Q range (GeV) 

0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 0.5-2.5 
(Q) (GeV) - 0.77 1.25 1.72 2.24 1.53 

Combined Ah and Ali data sample No. of pairs 99 131 124 123 477 
~BG (%I 65.7 58.0 39.8 25.6 46.2 

E -0.59 0.88 0.72 0.93 0.67 
AE (stat) 0.90 0.62 0.46 0.36 0.26 
AE (syst) 0.48 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.10 

Table 3 
The E systematic uncertainties and their sources. These are added in quadrature to obtain At- (syst), the overall systematic error, 

Source Q range (GeV) 

0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 0.2-2.5 

Ai data sample fBG 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.001 
slope 6 0.034 0.035 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 

alI 0.003 0.003 0.001 0.005 0.004 0.002 

AE (syst) 0.034 0.035 0.034 0.035 0.035 0.034 

Source Q range (GeV) 

0.2-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 0.5-2.5 

Combined AA and 1?i data sample fBG 0.448 0.027 0.003 0.016 0.018 
slope 6 0.173 0.102 0.052 0.041 0.103 
LyA 0.056 0.006 0.001 0.008 0.006 

AE (syst) _ 0.483 0.106 0.052 0.045 0.104 

uncertainties of the 6 slope value were estimated by 
varying the 6 values by &AS given by the fits to the 
Monte Carlo y* distributions. We checked that our spin 
composition results are stable, within the statistical er- 

rors, when the mass window cut applied to the M( pz-) 
distribution was varied between f 5 to f 10 MeV and 
so verified that this contribution to the systematic er- 
rors was negligible. Finally we have included in the 
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systematic error the uncertainty on the world average 
value of cry used in Eqs. ( 1) and (2). The individ- 
ual contributions to the systematic error on E and their 
sum in quadrature, AE (syst), are given in Table 3. 

In Fig. 4 we present our final results for the spin 

composition as a function of Q, with E representing the 
relative contribution of the S = 1 state. The full circles 

are the results for the AA sample and the open circles 

are for the combined AR and AA sample. The error 

bars represent the statistical errors added in quadrature 
with the systematic uncertainties. In the Q range of 1 .O 
to 2.5 GeV the spin composition of both samples is 
consistent with the value of E = 0.75 which is also the 
value expected for a statistical spin mixture. In the low 

Q region of less than 1 .O GeV, the spin composition of 

the AA remains the same as at higher Q values, namely 
E x 0.75 whereas the E value of the identical hyperon 
pair sample is seen to decrease but is still consistent 

within its error with a statistical spin mixture. 
If at low Q values the s-wave (j = 0) is dominant 

due to the angular momentum barrier, the E of the 
combined Ah and AA sample should approach zero 
due to the Pauli exclusion principle. This may allow 
the emitter dimension of the identical AA (AA) pairs 
to be extracted. To this end we assume that at high 

Q values E approaches, from below, the value of 0.75 
as expected for a statistical spin mixture, This value 
is also consistent within errors with our experimental 
findings. To describe the rise of the S = 0 contribution, 

given here by 1 - E, as Q approaches zero, we have 
adopted the Goldhaber parametrisation [ 191 which 
describes the Bose-Einstein correlation enhancement. 

Thus the function to be fitted is the one given in Eq. 
(5) with a Q dependence of E given by: 

E(Q) = 0.75. (1 - KQ”R’,,) (6) 

Here Rnn, the free parameter to be fitted, may be 
taken as a measure of the size of the identical di- 
baryon emitter region in analogy to its role in the BEC 
studies. In this way one is able to carry out a fit over 
the whole Q range from 0.5 to 2.5 GeV avoiding the 
need for binning. An unbinned maximum likelihood 
fit of RAa to the data has been performed, with the 
result of RAA = 0.19 2t.z; fm, where the errors are 
taken from the fit. The systematic error is at the level 
of 0.02 fm. However, Rhh is consistent with infinity at 
the level of 1.2 standard deviations9 . Expressing this 
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Fig. 3. The measured y* distributions obtained from the Ai and 

from the combined Ah and hi data samples. The dashed lines 

represent the results of an unbinned maximum likelihood fit (see 

Table 2). 

measurement as a limit, we deduce that R*A > 0.11 
fm at the 90% confidence level. The result of the fit is 
shown in Fig. 4 by the dashed line. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

A first measurement of the spin composition of AA, 
AA and AA pairs in high energy reactions has been 

carried out in the fragmentation region of the Za mul- 
tihadron decays. We have used a recently proposed 
method which is independent of the relative di-A an- 
gular momentum. Since this method is only valid as 
long as the energies of the A’s are non-relativistic in 
their overall CM system, the analysis was restricted 
to the region of Q 5 2.5 GeV The lower Q limits 
used in our spin analysis were dictated by the statis- 
tics and purity of the samples. These limits were set 
to 0.2 GeV for the AA sample and to 0.5 GeV for the 
AA and AA data. In our spin analysis, which is model 

g More than one standard deviation above the fitted Rnn value 
the likelihood function does not follow a Gaussian distribution but 

reaches a plateau. 
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Fig. 4. The measured fraction E of the S = 1 state contributions to 
the di-A systems as a function of Q. The full circles are for the 
Ad sample, and the open circles are for the combined Ah and 
xl? sample. The error bars represent the statistical and systematic 
errors added in quadrature. The E = 0.75 dot-dashed line represents 
the statistical spin distribution. The dashed line describes the Pauli 
exclusion effect for an emitter radius of 0.19 fm obtained in an 
unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the combined AA and i?A 
sample (see text). 

independent, we have used as much as possible the 

OPAL data to evaluate the purity of our samples and 
the effects of the background on our measurements. 

Over the entire Q range analysed, no significant 
contribution from resonance decays into a AA pair is 
seen, although there is a broad threshold enhancement 
in the region of 0.5 < Q < 1.5 GeV. In various frag- 
mentation models this enhancement is accounted for 
by assuming Iocal baryon number compensation. This 
interpretation is supported by our spin measurement 
in this enhancement region for which we obtain E = 
0.73 & 0.08 f 0.04, indicating that the S = 0 and the 
S = 1 states contribute with a relative strength propor- 
tional to 2s + 1. 

No evidence for exotic di-baryon resonances is seen 
in our combined Ah and AA mass distribution above 
Q = 1 .O GeV. The errors of our spin measurements are 
too large to detect any region which is clearly a single 
spin state. The Q region below 0.5 GeV, where the Ah 
resonance state referred to as the H particle [20] is 
most likely to be present, is inaccessible to us due to 
insufficient statistics and low A purity. In the Q region 
between 0.5 and 1.0 GeV, the S = 1 contribution is 
found to be consistent with zero, associated however 

with a large error so that a statistical mixture cannot 
be excluded. If this behaviour is attributed to the Pauli 

exclusion principle, then it is best fitted by an emitter 
radius of 0.19 fm with an asymmetric error leading to 

a limit of RAA > 0.11 fm at 90% confidence level. 
Apart from this single low E value, the spin com- 

position over the whole analysed Q region, of both 
the A& and the identical hyperon pairs AA and 1?1? is 

consistent with the S = 1 state having a contribution 
of about 75%. Summing up all the Al? data one ob- 
tains the value E = 0.71 f 0.06 f 0.03 which is more 
than 4 standard deviations away from a pure S = 1 
state. For the identical hyperons the corresponding re- 

sult averaged over the 0.5 < Q < 2.5 GeV range is 
E = 0.67 f 0.26 +O.lO. 

If the properties of Al? pairs produced in Z” decays 
are dominated by the vector nature of a single gluon, 
the state S*i = 1 should predominate and yield E M 1. 

Due to the fact that an isolated gluon cannot produce 
a colourless A& pair, a reduction in the contribution 

of the S = 1 state can occur during the colour fading 
process mediated by soft gluon emission. Thus in the 
absence of reliable QCD calculations, a value of E = 

0.75 from this process cannot yet be ruled out. How- 
ever, the observation that E for the Ai pairs is con- 

sistent with the value 0.75 over the whole analysed Q 
range, as also for the identical A hyperons at Q above 

1 .O GeV, strongly suggests that the spin compositions 
of all di-A samples are as expected from a statistical 
spin distribution, representing an average over many 
allowed QCD production processes and baryons’ de- 
cay. 
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